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Aims: The aim of this thesis was to analyze and go through different recondition 

program processes, set together for and apply recondition program on particular athlete, 

all this based on the study of literature directly related to knee injury in sports and 

athletics. Next to realize case study and thanks to different tests evaluate based on 

various indicators the efficiency of recondition program on selected indicators by 

athlete and student of UK FVS after injury and arthroscopy of a knee. 

Methodology: After initial literal research the recondition program was settled and was 

applied to the probant. During the recondition program were monitored parameters of 

body structure on Tanita BC 545, parameters of bottom limbs circumference and further 

the stability level, sensomotorics and symmetry using the MFT S3 Check device and 

finally the dynamic stability on Y Balance Test device. 

Results: I studied a lot of literature, which was directly related to knee injury. I read 

through 12 foreign and Czech titles. Especially abroad the knee injury problematics are 

often mentioned. Regarding the influence of athletic training on different parameters of 

the probant I indicated improvement in body fat parameter and active body structure. 

Further the circumference of the operated limb improved and the parameter of 

sensomotorics in sagittal level improved as well. Improvement followed by deterioration 

was in parameter monitoring the level of sensomotorics in frontal level. The stability level 

parameter improved in sagittal level, but deteriorate in frontal level. The symmetry 

parameter in sagittal level first improved but then deteriorate. The symmetry parameter 

in frontal level the result were various. The dynamic stability parameter improved.  
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